
 

Dear Parents,

                  
any time to share our experences with our loving ones. So, definitely summer vacations give us a chance 
to understand each other more precisel
that they will give a plenty of their precious time to their young dreams and help them realizing how 
lucky they are as they are able to spend their childhood with their caretakers keeping in mi
many are there in this world who have not got this precious gift from GOD!

                You already know that the summer vacations are being commenced from 27
to 1st of July (Sunday) and the school will reopen on 2
CBSE and from the Education department, Haryana. It has been observed that in present era due to our 
living style our children are getting detached from our rich culture, natural resource
emotional values.
based only on the bookish knowledge but have some sensibility towards the improvement in them for 
moral values also. These assignments will increase their practical kno
with nature and regaining what is required for overrall development. Parents are expected to help their 
children im completing these asignments upto maximum of their caliber. This will help in bulding a 
healthy relationship b

Best Regards,

Principal 
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As we all know that vacations arre the time for recreation. In our busy schedule we hardly find 
any time to share our experences with our loving ones. So, definitely summer vacations give us a chance 
to understand each other more precisely and accurately. We, the SMRians expect from all the parents 
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any time to share our experences with our loving ones. So, definitely summer vacations give us a chance 

y and accurately. We, the SMRians expect from all the parents 
that they will give a plenty of their precious time to their young dreams and help them realizing how 
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You already know that the summer vacations are being commenced from 27
of July (Sunday) and the school will reopen on 2nd of July

CBSE and from the Education department, Haryana. It has been observed that in present era due to our 
living style our children are getting detached from our rich culture, natural resource

So, here we are trying to give such holidays assignments to our students which are not 
based only on the bookish knowledge but have some sensibility towards the improvement in them for 
moral values also. These assignments will increase their practical kno
with nature and regaining what is required for overrall development. Parents are expected to help their 
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As we all know that vacations arre the time for recreation. In our busy schedule we hardly find 
any time to share our experences with our loving ones. So, definitely summer vacations give us a chance 

y and accurately. We, the SMRians expect from all the parents 
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lucky they are as they are able to spend their childhood with their caretakers keeping in mi
many are there in this world who have not got this precious gift from GOD!
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of July (Monday). As per the guidelines from 

CBSE and from the Education department, Haryana. It has been observed that in present era due to our 
living style our children are getting detached from our rich culture, natural resource

So, here we are trying to give such holidays assignments to our students which are not 
based only on the bookish knowledge but have some sensibility towards the improvement in them for 
moral values also. These assignments will increase their practical knowledge and help them rejoining 
with nature and regaining what is required for overrall development. Parents are expected to help their 
children im completing these asignments upto maximum of their caliber. This will help in bulding a 
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Summer Vacations Homework

As we all know that vacations arre the time for recreation. In our busy schedule we hardly find 
any time to share our experences with our loving ones. So, definitely summer vacations give us a chance 

y and accurately. We, the SMRians expect from all the parents 
that they will give a plenty of their precious time to their young dreams and help them realizing how 
lucky they are as they are able to spend their childhood with their caretakers keeping in mi
many are there in this world who have not got this precious gift from GOD! 
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